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Imagine identifying and “burning off” $5 million in excess inventory, realizing $2 million
in “missed” sales, and improving net profits by 50%, all in little more than a year.  

On average hardware retailers are
running between 1-2 inventory turns/year
at the item/category level
NHPA top performers are running 2.7
turns/year
4R hardware clients achieve over 5
turns/year at item/category

Typical staff spends 20% of their time
away from the sales floor on inventory
& purchase order tasks.
4R automates many of these tasks and
applies analytics to define optimal
inventories and purchase orders. 
No more guessing or gut feelings, 
4R analytics drive your business to
increase revenue and profit
Automated POs for review each
morning afford more time on the floor
with customers and analyzing business
for revenue opportunities

4R inventory optimization analyses cost-
to-order and profit margin to achieve
customer service 
Most inventory planning systems build
excess stock chasing customer service
4R markdown optimization strategies
increase margin by moving excess and
slow-moving inventory
4R seasonal and promotion planning
optimization increases promotion sell
through to minimize residual inventory

Typical hardware retailer is at 10-20%
lost sales due to stockouts at the
store/category level
4R solutions & services apply a
rigorous weekly process & AI analytics
at the item/store level to align
purchase orders to maintain
inventory goals
4R clients maintain optimal inventory
levels and reduce lost sales from 10-
20% to 3-5%


